Diy ceiling rose wiring diagrams

Loop-in lighting wiring is the modern cabling arrangements used in most installation. Generally
it uses less materials and is quicker to install than radial junction box wiring - it can however, be
a bit more complicated to work out the actual wires at a ceiling rose. This page shows the
various wirings found at a ceiling rose of an installation using loop-in lighting wiring. Note that
the colours shown connected to the ceiling rose are the old standard - red, black and yellow and
green, the modern standard being brown, blue and yellow and green the yellow and green being
the earth connector which is typically uninsulated but fitted with a yellow and green sleeving. If
you have to disconnect and remove the cores from the ceiling rose reconnect them as shown in
1B. If the light fitting you have purchased has just two cores - live brown and neutral blue ,
connect the live to the switch live terminal and neutral to the neutral terminal. If the fitting has
an earth core, it must be sleeved with a yellow and green coat and connected to the Earth
terminal. It has one less live, one less neutral and one less earth core because the loop-in has
reached the end and doesn't need to pass power on to another ceiling rose. If you have to
disconnect and remove the cores from the ceiling rose reconnect them as shown in 2B. If the
light fitting you have purchased has two cores - live brown and neutral blue connect the live to
the switch live terminal and neutral to the neutral terminal. If you have to disconnect and
remove the cores from the ceiling rose reconnect them as shown in 3B. A - This wiring
arrangement would most frequently be found in a bathroom, or kitchen that has an extractor fan
with a run-on timer. If you have to disconnect and remove the cores from the ceiling rose
reconnect them as shown in 4B. If the fitting has an Earth core, it must be sleeved with a yellow
and green coat and connected to the Earth terminal. Unlike radial lighting wiring, loop-in wiring
is more complicated at the ceiling rose: Common loop-in wiring Wiring for end of loop Wiring
for two lights on one light switch Lighting with connected extractor fan 1 Common loop-in
wiring 1A - This is the most common loop-in wiring arrangement you are likely to see. Fig 1A.
Fig 1B. Fig 2A. Fig 2B. Fig 3A. Fig 3B. Fig 4A. Fig 4B. Switch off the power at the consumer unit
for the circuit concerned. If you have removable fuses at your consumer unit, switch off the
power at the consumer unit and remove the fuse for this circuit. Unscrew the ceiling rose cover
to examine and identify all the cables. Typical arrangements are shown in the diagrams below. If
your ceiling rose houses cabling which you are unable to identify, or differs from this
description, or has no earth conductor, seek the services of a professional electrician.
Understanding the array of connection terminals on a ceiling rose makes things easier. As you
can see in the diagram, the outermost terminals are the live and neutral for the flex. Immediately
next to these at either end are the live and the neutral terminals. In the middle there is the loop
terminal. This allows the live in, live out, and live to the switch to all be connected at the ceiling
rose. There is also one earth terminal connector for all the earth conductors. In this
arrangement, there is a switch cable and two light circuit cables. Firstly, identify the switch
cable. This same terminal block will also have a flex connection with the brown live of the flex
going to the light itself. There are also two lighting circuit cables at the ceiling rose. One is the
supply coming in to this fitting from the previous light. The other is the supply carrying on to
the next light. This neutral terminal block will also have a flex connection with the blue neutral
of the flex going to the light itself. The earth conductors of the circuit cables will be housed with
all the other earth conductors. This may house an earth from the flex depending on the earth
requirements of the light fitting. If this is the last ceiling rose on the circuit, there will be only
one circuit cable as there are no further lights to supply. In this arrangement, there is no switch
cable at the ceiling rose. If there is no switch cable here, then it will have been switched via a
junction box system in the lighting circuit above. We simply have a live, neutral, and earth
coming in and a live, neutral, and earth for the flex going to the lampholder. This same terminal
block will also have a flex connection with the blue neutral of the flex going to the light itself.
The earth conductor is connected to the earth terminal. Content notice Under no circumstances
can the content on this website be copied. This project is sponsored by Quickwire. How to
correctly wire up a ceiling rose, test all the wires that connect to the rose and also wire in a
switch. In this DIY project guide we will show you how to wire a ceiling rose. On first glance a
ceiling rose can look very confusing as in most cases there are quite a few wires running to and
from other light fixtures and light switches. In this project you will find an easy to use ceiling
rose wiring diagram and a description of what colour wire, be it an earth wire or red or brown
live wire, should be connected to what terminal. Don't want to do this job yourself? Let us help
you find a tradesman local to you. Warning: To complete electrical works you must comply with
Electrical Regulations â€” Click here for more information. Take a good look at the ceiling rose
diagram and identify the switch wires. These are the wires which give most people problems.
The power comes into the ceiling rose from either the consumer unit or the last lamp. It is then
sent to the next lamp via the connecting blocks in the ceiling rose. This is straight forward as
you can see. The live wire coming in is connected to the live wire going out. Ditto for the Neutral

and Earth wires. When a light fitting is attached to the ceiling rose it could be wired into the
Neutral terminal and the live terminal shown in the rose but it would of course be on all of the
time. For it to work properly it has to be interrupted by a switch. This is easy, in that a cable
switch wire is added. One of the wires from the switch wire is connected to the live terminal.
This takes live current to the light switch. The other wire The earth goes straight to earth and
should not be used as a live wire under any circumstances is then connected to the switch
terminal in the ceiling rose. This wire brings live current back to the rose to complete the loop.
So; we have live current going down to the switch which, when switched on, will allow the
current through the switch, back up to the rose allowing live current to reach the light fitting.
The major mistake when replacing a light fitting see wiring a light fitting project for more
information is to connect all the black or blue wires together and all the reds or browns
together. As you can see from the diagram both switch wires are live wires so this mistake
means you are, when the switch is on, connecting a live wire to a neutral set of wires which will
trip the fuse. The black or blue wire in the switch cable should have a little red tape or sleeve on
it to mark it out as being live. This rarely happens so please take care. To watch a film on fitting
a ceiling fan , go to our video section on installing ceiling fans for a visual demonstration. All
project content written and produced by Mike Edwards , founder of DIY Doctor and industry
expert in building technology. Apologies, but we don't seem to have a video for this project yet,
but we will do our best to get one up soon. Find a tradesman now! Twitter Facebook Pin It
Buffer. Project Menu Project Menu. Wiring diagram of a ceiling rose When a light fitting is
attached to the ceiling rose it could be wired into the Neutral terminal and the live terminal
shown in the rose but it would of course be on all of the time. Back to the Top. Find a Reliable
Local Tradesman. Don't fancy doing this project yourself? We work with the industries best to
ensure that we recommend only reliable and trustworthy tradesmen. Let DIY Doctor help you
find a tradesman. More Help. Give us Some Feedback! Was this page useful:. First Name:
required. Email Address: required. We read and respond to all feedback by email. To allow us to
do so you will be added to our email list, however you can unsubscribe at any time using the
links at the bottom of any of our emails. Find out more in our privacy policy. Any DIY questions
should be posted to our Forum. Footer DIY Doctor. Follow us on Twitter. Follow us on YouTube.
Follow us on Pinterest. Follow us on Tumblr. This project is sponsored by Quickwire. See how
to correctly wire a light switch for a ceiling light with these simple diagrams. If your light switch
not working use this project to find out how to fit lights and switches and wire a ceiling rose.
You don't need to be left in the dark! Don't want to do this job yourself? Let us help you find a
tradesman local to you. Warning: To complete electrical works you must comply with Electrical
Regulations â€” Click here for more information. Please also see our project on the New Wiring
and Cable Colours. Please remember when attempting any electrical installations at home that
you are obliged to get the completed job tested by a fully qualified electrician and obtain a
minor works certificate. Failure to do this may render your house insurance invalid and you may
have difficulty selling your home. Click on books to buy and any of the images in the Top Tool
Store to buy all your electrical hardware. For regulations governing heights of sockets etc,
please see our socket height DIY project. The most common mistake made when changing a
ceiling light, is connecting black to black and red to red. This is not always the case: The cable
that comes from the switch to the light has a black and a red wire, both of these are live wires.
The black wire should have a piece of red sleeve or tape around it to indicate this. Before
disconnecting an existing light make careful note of how the existing connections are made.
Please make sure you have read our rules page. The switch simply interrupts the live feed to the
light and enables you to turn the light on and off by disconnecting the live flow. New ceiling
light can be added by introducing a new cable into one of the existing ceiling lights, sharing a
live and neutral and earth connection with those wires already in the rose. The other ends of the
cables are then connected into a new ceiling rose, live, neutral and earth. The switch wires are
added as shown in the ceiling rose diagram above and connected to the switch also as shown.
The light fitting is then connected also as shown. All connections must be made before the final
connection to the live circuit, which must be turned off while connection is made. An alternative
to this type of connection, is to make it through a junction box. This is outlined on our Wall light
project and the connections are the same for a ceiling light, as are the rules for connection. To
check for cables use the cable detector below. To check your sockets are ok, use the socket
checker. All project content written and produced by Mike Edwards , founder of DIY Doctor and
industry expert in building technology. Apologies, but we don't seem to have a video for this
project yet, but we will do our best to get one up soon. Find a tradesman now! Twitter Facebook
Pin It Buffer. Project Menu Project Menu. Switch in electrical circuit The switch simply interrupts
the live feed to the light and enables you to turn the light on and off by disconnecting the live
flow. Ceiling Rose wiring The switch connections in the ceiling rose are as shown. Ceiling Rose

switch connection New ceiling light can be added by introducing a new cable into one of the
existing ceiling lights, sharing a live and neutral and earth connection with those wires already
in the rose. Electric wiring domestic book available on Amazon Wiring and Lighting book
available on Amazon All project content written and produced by Mike Edwards , founder of DIY
Doctor and industry expert in building technology. Back to the Top. Find a Reliable Local
Tradesman. Don't fancy doing this project yourself? We work with the industries best to ensure
that we recommend only reliable and trustworthy tradesmen. Let DIY Doctor help you find a
tradesman. More Help. Give us Some Feedback! Was this page useful:. First Name: required.
Email Address: required. We read and respond to all feedback by email. To allow us to do so
you will be added to our email list, however you can unsubscribe at any time using the links at
the bottom of any of our emails. Find out more in our privacy policy. Any DIY questions should
be posted to our Forum. Footer DIY Doctor. Follow us on Twitter. Follow us on YouTube. Follow
us on Pinterest. Follow us on Tumblr. Ceiling rose wiring diagrams are useful to help
understand how modern lighting circuits are wired. All electrical pages are for information only!
These are only schematic diagrams to explain about the different kinds of arrangements that
you may find when changing a light fitting. The earth wires have been omitted for clarity and
would need to be connected at all switches and ceiling roses. The wires would also be covered
by the protective outer sheath cable. This is a diagram of a ceiling rose using the old colours
where Live is red and Neutral is black. Hopefully this will make it clearer as to what the wires at
the ceiling rose are for. You can see that there is a Live and a neutral that has come from either
the consumer unit or from another light fitting. Then a live and neutral that goes to the next light
fitting, which will probably be in the next room. Then a wire goes from the live terminal and to
the switch, A wire then goes from the switch to the switched live terminal on the ceiling rose.
The switched live wire may be completely red, have a piece of red sleeving over it or may be
wrapped with red tape, or non of the above. If it is not identified then it should be wrapped with
red insulation tape. The Lamp is wired so that the neutral black wire is connected to the neutral
terminal and the live red wire is connected to the switched live terminal. To complicate matters
further someone may have decided to add another light, perhaps wall lights somewhere and has
taken a feed from your ceiling rose. You may find that there are only a few wires in your ceiling
rose. If this is the case then it is either the last light on a loop in circuit or the connections could
of
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been made in a junction box and then a single cable has been run to the ceiling rose or the
lights could of been wired with the neutral wire in the switch instead of being in the ceiling rose.
This is an alternative way of wiring a lighting circuit. Instead of taking the feed wire from the
consumer unit to the ceiling rose it is taken to the switch. The permanent live wire is wired into
the switch and the switched live into the switched live terminal. The neutrals are connected
together using a terminal connector. You can also see that another live and neutral wire go to
the next light switch. Light wiring diagrams. Building regulations are changing all the time and
modifying your home electrics could be against new rules and could invalidate your home
insurance, if in doubt check first! The earth wires have been omitted for clarity, but must be
connected! Before working on any electrical circuit you must ensure that it is isolated correctly
and cannot accidentally be switched back on.

